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queendom
Art and words on the awakening of the sacred feminine in our time: on how important it is for everyone that women
are supported to flourish in all the breadth and depths of their potential.
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"Being held: two, seeming polarised, but, weaving closer, tighter woven, becoming
this fabric, this pattern of bright colour and harmony. Being held, these two become
the equilibrium of myriad qualities, multifarious moods and atmospheres, all
grounded in this container. Being held, we are the container, and our power begins
to flow. This is a prayer: for this alchemical balance and flourishing; this art in
playing, dancing our energy up. This prayer flows like a vast river through this very
moment; it is intention, pure intention: intention to be well, to grow love, to support
all life and all passion, into ever-greater spirals upwards and outwards.
As he holds me, I become manifest, solid, breathing more physically into the
Everything. As I allow myself to be held, I let go, the layers, the layers, all fall away
like skins from a ready snake... and I start to glow, to warm, to soften, to expand...
and expand. My consciousness builds and explores all the magical corners of this
universe - and I breathe this consciousness into him like volcano-in-reverse."

Handwritten text from Sacred Union painting (details opposite, full painting on
pp 26-7)
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The very concepts of 'woman' and 'power', when brought together in a sentence - or in a word like queendom - might
have an instant effect, depending on who they are spoken to. In the beautiful southern Italian town that I've been
based in for a decade, discussion of the subject 'regna' as an exhibition title, was met with concern about how it might
be interpreted. The suggestion was of danger, of this being a topic that would rouse tension, reactions...

But why would this be so? Why would one archaic word, the female equivalent of kingdom (a very commonly used
word) - why would queendom be such a revolutionary concept? In a way, the latter question is kind of irrelevant, as we
are in the midst of a gentle, benign revolution, all the same. The real question is not about cultural (patriarchal)
projections onto women, but rather - what is women's power?

What this book talks about is how the quantum shift that the world is currently experiencing, is about women and
their power, but that those very words 'woman' and 'power' hold such presumption, that just speaking them together 
very quickly takes us out of the energy of what we're talking about. This is why I'm presenting here in this unique, felt
visual language, painted over decades: it's a language that describes the deep, the long-term, the interconnected and
expansive, and it doesn't get stuck at the first hurdle.

I've drawn and painted for around three decades about the deep feminine experience, and about how the masculine
and the feminine can be brought into equilibrium. My art speaks about my own healing and transformation, which
comes from inside of me, and yet, at the very same time, the energy and wisdom in my work comes from all around -
from my connection and harmony with all things at all times. As I painted and learned, mastered my materials and
evolved internally, I realised that there was this relationship-with-all-things, which intuitive painting both made
accessible, and powered up.

I immersed myself in several fields of work and study, consistently using my own everyday (non-conventional)
experiences in the microcosm as a means of understanding the wider macrocosm of human consciousness and,
ultimately, pulled away the veils to the underlying reality of all things. Metaphors in my art made sense once they had
intuitively, spontaneously come into being - rather than coming from front-lobe conceptualisation.

I understood this eventually as embodied wisdom, with relevance in the world. I understood increasingly that the pure
act of making art without ego or destination, and using that-which-is-more-than-the-sum-of-our-parts, could tap us
into a collective, and a universal, creative language - even connect us with divine flow.

My accumulated work at the easel over these decades, whilst also being heavily involved in community and land
transformation, rejuvenation and healing - this all finally brought into focus my subtle-but-insistent whole-being sense
that this world could so very easily be in so much more equilibrium...

I began to understand that the core issue to our peace is our polemical thinking; our associating the masculine and the
feminine as being at opposite ends of a kind of black-versus-white, all-encompassing ... well ... a war - a surface war,
against the harmoniousness of the world's underlying reality.

This polemic is like we're stuck forever rearranging furniture in the rooms of a house that isn't fit for purpose - rather
than simply moving to an appropriate environment in which we can really thrive (and which ironically is extremely
close by).



Our divided, us-and-them, one-thing-or-another, I-end-and-you-begin mentality stops us from connecting. It makes us
project shame, friction and problems onto everyone and everything around us. Which in turn has created a deep
collective belief in this self-fulfilling prophecy as The Only Way - of our interconnectedness being a myth, instead of a
wiser choice.

A new paradigm in the world can only come from the subtle and the organic - from the holistic... It can't come from
forcing brains to think differently (no matter how good the intention), as the mind ultimately is reacting to much
deeper, more pervasive forces. Our (often perverse) logic and surface thoughts are symptoms, rather than being at the
root or core of our being. Our change comes from our being wholly and collectively inspired to join a better path, not
from being told in our front-lobe brain that we shouldn't do this, and instead should do that.

We affect real, lasting change from our core - the heart and centre of all things - because from there we can shift our
relationship with everything around us. Our creative centre, which rests in our pelvis, sits also in our bed and in our
relationship, at the hearth of our home and in the middle of every aspect of our work. Our core is not just inside of us,
in this specific place of energetic potency, but it radiates out all around us, intimately connected with how we go about
our activities. Our alignment with our core is about our ongoing dedication to being all that we can be - to being this
interconnected conscious soul: moving always towards nourishment and betterment, whilst cultivating a capacity to let
go of preconceived results.

Working intuitively with any practise involving our hands, we can step into this divine place of being aligned with our
centre, particularly with the super-accessible primal practises of drawing and painting, where we're using our whole
being, all of our senses and presence. Intuitive art is the most simple and yet the most profound activity: as we make
each inimitable mark, and as we accumulate colour and texture, shape and line - our instinct recognises something
meaningful, and it calls us to move towards it. A symbol or metaphor will jump out, because our feeling is symbiotic
with it, and the hand will naturally follow to bring into being something that makes sense, that resonates with us, that
we resonate with in all our sentience.

The discipline of following and following this connection is a path into self-knowledge, and into changing our
relationship with all things. It both shows us what is going on inside, and allows us to dialogue beyond-the-surface of
the outside world. I'd say that it particularly compliments the feminine intuitive (found in both men and women), as
we're able to put our attention onto sensations within us, and then to move and transform the energy of them.

There are infinite ways in which the world stops us from moving energy inside of us: we're told very firmly from a young
age to be ashamed of our sexual power, and so we stop breathing into our pelvis, we are shouted at for drawing on
walls, or outside of the lines - and so we stop expressing ourselves. We're diminished for having emotions and speaking
from or about our felt world - so we button-up our throats and start saying what we think will keep others calm... we
find myriad ways of coping, instead of singing out the beats of our passions, and rousing-shaking the world to truth.

This subtle-but-deeply-affecting, omnipresent oppression quells the love, the potential, and the core power of all
beings, but ultimately it's the sacred feminine (the whole feminine) which is most suppressed. The world right now is
still living under patriarchal 'logic' and 'reasoning', and the feminine is still expected to sit quietly and listen rather
than to express herself in way-way-way too many situations (which actually desperately need her input).



A whole woman, with a full spectrum of emotional fluency, and connected intimately with her heart and womb, will
very naturally react to the current state of 'normal'; we speak up or cry or get indignant, we write social media posts
urging others to think before acting, we speak out at a party, a conference, in a polite pub conversation. But in too
many situations this causes others to avert their eyes, to chuckle tightly whilst frowning, trying to change the subject.
Attempts are made to have our felt, holistic reactions seem insignificant, unnecessary. This intervention might end with
a demeaning comment about how we should keep a lid on things, be diplomatic, calm down dear... but even if it
doesn't, we're left with the sense of it unsaid, lingering.

To a healthy adult, one event like this on its own would be aggravating, but incessant expectations that we should be
'good/ quiet/ passive 'girls'' - and threats of consequences if we step out of this role by even the tiniest margin...
eventually it's so much easier to conform than to be ourselves. It's so much easier to let someone treat us how they feel
we should be treated (i.e. for their convenience), rather than have another heavy discussion about how that doesn't
make me feel good, which causes them to ________. So much easier to speak their language and not our own, not
realising that this means ignoring my body and deeper mind.

And it's so much easier to substitute security for expansion; to have someone else take care of practicalities/ fix my
body/ tell me how the world works, rather than to keep on learning and growing. So much easier than taking on the
huge work of pulling away veils/ challenging authority/ taking control out of someone else's hands and into my whole
beingness.

The diminishing effect of these closing-down dynamics,which cease our spiritual growth early on, are devastating: they
put in place massive energetic limitations, they numb our holistic embodied wisdom, and they attach labels to our
'parts' whilst completely negating the magical fact that that we are actually a great alchemical being, interdependent
with the world through our very own mystical attention.

When we're made into a list of parts, rather than being encouraged (or even permitted) to flourish as a whole
individual, women especially have their vital force and their greatness - horrendously drained. We're hugely
compromised, left operating on a super-low battery, topping it up very occasionally with just enough to keep us going...
never knowing more than a glimpse of the vibrant brilliance that should have been our birthright.

The paintings here speak to what happens - what unfolds and spreads its wings inside of us - when we decide to be not
just autonomous, but to own our realm, our queendom. And they speak to the effect of this on the world: they talk
about how the masculine and feminine are different but not separate - rather, they can and should be intimately
symbiotic, mutually-nourishing. The art and commentary discuss how, when we take full responsibility for and care of
our power, our vitality begins to grow exponentially. They illustrate in visual language how we can sink deeper into our
sacred self, and naturally find harmony inside and out.

This book talks about intention and prayer as a means of being fully present in - and at ease with - the world. It speaks
to how we can heal simply by putting our attention on our self, trusting our connection with divine power, and
allowing it to naturally unwind the tensions of an immensely limiting modern life. The paintings are all both personal
and archetypical: they are both memory and affirmation; they connect past with present with future. They're not
limited by being tied to genre, gallery or culture, but are open by the nature of freedom in which they were created: a
spiritful, pleasure-full joy of creation, which our world for the greater part is starved of.



Some of the paintings in this book are available for sale - see my catalogue and Etsy shop via www.clareartista.com
Join me as a patron on www.patreon.com/clareartista and/ or contibute to my work on www.ko-fi.com/clareartista





The feminine, when she is whole and open,
begins to alchemise - to become infinitely
more than the sum of her 'parts'. Her wisdom
has a universality about it, and yet an appropriateness
to this time and place, wherever that might be.

When a woman is aligned, an expansive energy
radiates from her in the everymoment - a warmth
and nourishment - that positively influences all
things around her.

She is fruitful.

She's able to connect, and to act correctly - for the
good of all things, she's able to heal herself and others,
to resolve conflict, to soften pain, to bring people
together, to soothe troubled minds and souls, to
inspire and to pleasure the world.

She becomes a subtle transformative power that
touches everything: she changes the world with
her every breath, word, touch, gesture.

This is the true creative potential that we hold as humans;
the potential of our synchronised, harmonised power.

A woman's vibrancy and her richness of colour,
when activated, attracts all that she needs to her.

Her partnership is both within herself and with
her mate: an ecstatic release of her fullness, a space
held which is a holy place of worship and letting go.
She pours herself into her partner, channels
the universe into them.

She teaches the masculine about the infinite that
resides in her, and he anchors her with the solid-worldly.



The masculine, on the other hand,
must create himself; he has to attain
his mastery in this lifetime and work.
 
He labours on his soul as if he were
building a house on the Earth: he
isn't born full of integrated
consciousness handed down, like a
woman is, and so his house has to
be constructed in the here and in
the now.
 
He needs to bleed, to sweat - and to
howl - to understand his purpose,
and to make sense of the world.

The ego must be calmed, and
concentrated into skilful action: he
works like an artist with clay, creates
with harmony and patience - or else
he destroys everything by throwing
his internal friction outwards, not
understanding his power.



Transformation begins with relationship: the discourse between two
people, and the dialogue within our self. This conversation is
necessary, to pull away the veils - the layers of projection - so we can
understand who we really are in contrast to the reality around us.



Because we hold this polemic of the masculine and the feminine, we are able to exchange energy between these two
'opposites'; a trading of ideas and feeling, of knowing and dreaming - a healthy friction.

We can dance with and explore our opposite, so as to understand our own whole self; how our yin and our yang flow
into and out of each other. And after a certain level of personal evolution, we can begin also to create together, instead
of struggling perpetually just to avoid a war.



Slowly, slowly, listening to the other,
we can begin collecting our energy,
instead of spending it always, by
throwing it outwards.

And so we begin to harvest inner
resources, and we're so much more
able to feel interconnected with our
other half.

Because we have the want to do
good for the other, eventually we
become a great deal more than the
sum of our divided parts.

In our partnership wholeness, we
start to accelerate, to vibrate, to
love; we know and we move
towards... a good life, happiness,
vitality, depth, meaning, possibility,
expansion, juiciness, celebration,
being alive.



Though the feminine and the masculine might seem to be worlds apart at times,
though women and men might even have alternate creation myths,

perceived realities, deep needs, life dreams, and  though our bodies and brains might be
wired completely differently, and our pleasure might come from seemingly conflicting wants...

Despite all of this, our joy is in reaching from our self into the other:
the beauty of knowing what we are, because we see something that is not us:

the divine call to know the unknown, and to evolve our capicity to create collectively, alongside that which is not us.





In this shared work, we must know our own inner world first -
our unique creative language - its quirk and accent, cadence

and vision, all its depths and horizons. We must explore
and experiment, learn and master, this language that

only we speak best: it is our very human identity
and our inimitable life purpose, and so

it's also our gateway into our fluent
connection with the divine.







The masculine crisis, so prevalent in the world right now, is avoidance:
as he refuses to take responsibility for his actions, his power over his life
dwindles and atrophies to nothing. He becomes resentful and reticent,
cynical about others, and about his place amongst things.

As a result of this (conscious or not) self-diminishing,
he blocks himself from being influenced by the deeper
feminine - inside of himself, locked tight inside his mind
- and in the world around him.

Woman, and the feminine, need to recognise this void
around the masculine, and to allow ourselves to
effortlessly fill it. This is the natural way of the deep
feminine, her aligned purpose and life-passion.

The man must receive: this is his challenge, and it is what
he resists the most, because he wants to take it, to win it.
And the woman must give with her all, without forcing -
even when she is perpetually being taken-taken-taken from.



We share homes: I invite you into mine, you invite me into yours. A domestic
adventure: two worlds overlap, and we swap perspectives, languages, dreams, habits, rhythms.

Our intimacy is a force of nature: two tectonic plates colliding; two planets orbitting one sun; two centres
orbitting each other; two souls nourishing and being nourished, protecting and being protected, sailing on life.

Our domestic alchemy radiates outwards, to influence others; an incantation, a here-and-now fable.
We are the simplest and the most intercomplex form of relationship - from the container of our partnership

 new soul may come into being on this planet; with little intervention or force, through pure energetic exchange.





The feminine learns through sharing, and grows horizontally, energetically, holistically. All move
forward together, rather than in competition; all women are weavers, and we are each responsible
for awakening those around us, by revealing the truth that is known via our sacred, whole being.

A whole woman pulls all others up with her, and has unlimited inspiration, caring, concern
to give. As we age, we expand more and more: our bliss-soaked body surrenders to the

universe, and thus we become that which holds all things together in equilibrium.

Young everywoman and older everywoman meet: they each have worlds to unveil to
the other. They each liberate the other. This is our reign - our holiness - being lived.









Ultimately, a queendom includes all things, and yet it is without the hierarchy that we've all become so accepting of.

Women, the feminine, know our greatest power from inside of our self, whilst we also need all things that exist in this
unique time, place, circumstance - and whilst we equally need-know all that came before and will come in the future.

We are at the centre of the world, at the same time as we seem to be simultaneously dissipated - our minds are like
weather patterns in equilibrium with the planet, and yet we are so fully present that we feel all others' feelings, that we
can extend our energy in the everymoment, to give nourishment to the other, to all things, wherever it is needed.
Woman is perpetually absorbing, digesting, gestating... The perverse logic of our patriarchal paradigm gives this ability
to extend ourselves diminishing lables like hysteria, insinuating that all things untight or unnameable are inherently
unacceptable - that, even, they don't exist.

We are all evolving out of this limiting 'normalcy', and women are beginning to describe the contours and boundaries
of queendom. We are beginning to know, and to express that:
- we need to be held, to be supported in our natural work
- we need to be rewarded fairly for whatever we are doing in the world, so we can go about our life-work-play
efficiently, because this benefits all beings, enormously
- we need to be embraced, caressed, massaged - so that we can release the everyday pressures and the projections
piled upon us
- we need to be pleasured and lifted by our stronger other half - so that we can remember what we are, and can keep
deeper perspective in this at-times-heartbreaking life.

When a woman is supported fully to be in her rightful place, when she is respected for her divine work, and given
practical support to go on doing it - the world is given an energetic transfusion: the whole world thrums and flows in
an entirely different way than it did before.









A book of art and words on the
sacred feminine in our time, and
our divine potential to transform

 all reality towards equilibrium.

www.clareartista.com


